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Abstract: The aim of this paper is to introduce a new type of a fuzzy number that is different from the existing 

generalizations of fuzzy numbers. The significance of the proposed fuzzy number is to link multiset sequence with fuzzy 

sets in the set of all real numbers. The main advantage of the proposed fuzzy number is that it is associated with more than 

one increasing function and more than one decreasing function whereas all the existing generalizations of fuzzy numbers are 

having exactly one increasing function and one decreasing function. In certain real life problems, especially in trading, 

weather forecasting, medical field, share market, the values of the parameters may have several ups and downs over a 

specific period and they may not be modelled by the existing fuzzy numbers. The proposed fuzzy number using multiset 

sequence can be used to represent such situations. To validate this, several numerical examples are given.  
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1. Introduction 

 

Theory of multisets was developed by Lake [16], Hickman [12] and Blizard [4]. According to them, a multiset is an 

unordered collection of elements that may have repeated occurrences of identical elements. Multisets have applications in 

certain areas of mathematics, computer science, physics, chemistry and philosophy. Singh et al.[21] proposed a systemized 

representation of multisets and studied the basic multiset operations with overview of  the applications of multisets in 

mathematics and computer science. Jurgensen [14] formulated multisets, based on sets and multiplicities of their elements. 

Several researchers [1, 2, 3, 6,9,10,11,13, 17,19,20 ] studied multisets in association with other areas of mathematics 

namely, soft sets, filters,  partially ordered sets, topology, fuzzy sets, relations, functions, modules, groups, separation 

axioms. As multiset theory is associated with several branches of mathematics, our aim is to link multisets with fuzzy 

numbers.   

               In the year 1965, Zadeh [22] initiated the notion of a fuzzy set, using which Chang, Zadeh [5] and Dubois, Prade 

[7] introduced and studied fuzzy numbers.  Following this, Zhang, Guo and Chen [23] proposed generalized version of 

fuzzy numbers. Recently Patra [18] introduced a new technique for ranking of generalized trapezoidal fuzzy numbers.  

Quite recently Edvin Antony Raj et.al. [8] gave a novel approach to Arithmetic operations on Trapezoidal fuzzy numbers to 

optimize the transportation cost. In this paper, Zadeh’s fuzzy set is linked with multisets to introduce a new type of fuzzy 

number, known as a multiset fuzzy real number.  This approach will give another generalization of a fuzzy number which is 

contributed by multiset sequences.  

        In this paper, a fuzzy set in the set of all real numbers is known as real fuzzy set or fuzzy real set. It is obvious that all 

existing generalized fuzzy numbers have exactly one maximum and one minimum values which are attained in its support 

set. But a real fuzzy set may have more than one minimum and maximum values. The local minima and the local maxima of 

the membership function of a real fuzzy set are used to define a new type of a fuzzy number.  Clearly local minima and 

local maxima of the membership function of a real fuzzy set form a sequence in which values of the terms may be repeated. 

Such sequences are called multiset sequences and the real numbers at which the membership function attains local maxima 

and local minima form a partition of the support of the underlying real fuzzy set. These two notions namely multiset 

sequence and its associated partition are used to introduce a new type of fuzzy number which we call multiset fuzzy real 

number. In this paper, the concept of a multiset fuzzy real number is introduced and its basic properties with examples are 

discussed.  

This paper is described as follows: after the abstract and introduction, some basic concepts and results in fuzzy set 

theory and multiset theory are given in Sect.2. In Sect.3, multiset sequences are defined and described graphically. The 

notion of a multiset fuzzy real number is introduced and studied in Sect.4.  In Sect.5, conclusion and further scope of the 

paper are briefly given.  
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Throughout the paper, the definitions and notations, for fuzzy related concepts and results, are taken from Klir and Yuan 

[15] and Zadeh [22]. ℝ denotes the set of all real numbers, A is a fuzzy set in ℝ. Also ℱ  denotes the collection of all fuzzy 

numbers. The symbol    indicates the end of the proof. 

 

2. Preliminaries  

Let X be a space of points. The members of X are denoted by x. A fuzzy set [22, page 339 ] A in X  is characterized  by a 

membership function fA(x) which associates with each point in X, a real  number in the interval [0, 1], with the value of  fA(x) 

at x , representing the “ grade of membership “ of x in A. The fuzzy set A in X can also be represented as  A={(x,  fA(x) ): 

xX}  where fA : X [0, 1] is a function from X to [0, 1],  known as the membership function of the fuzzy set A in  X.   For 

any [0, 1], the -cut A and the strong -cut +A [15, page 19] are defined as the crisp sets A={x: fA(x)  } and                                       
+A ={x: fA(x) > } respectively. The support [15, page 21] of a fuzzy  set A within the universal set X is the crisp set that 

contains all the elements of X that have nonzero membership grades in A. Evidently the support of A is the same as the 

strong -cut of A    for =0, denoted by  0+A  or supp(A).  The 1-cut, 1A = {x: fA(x)  1} = {x: fA(x) =1} = fA
-1({1}) is called 

the core [15, page21] of A.  The height, h (A) [15, page 21], of a fuzzy set A is the largest membership grade obtained by 

any element in that set. The height of A may also be viewed as the supremum of   for which A. That is h(A) = 

sup{fA(x) : x X}.         A fuzzy set A is normal [15, page 21] when h(A) =1; it is called subnormal when h(A)<1. A fuzzy set 

A is convex                             [22, page 347] if the -cuts A={x: fA(x)  }are convex for all (0, 1].Equivalently, A is 

convex if and only if                                               fA(x+(1-)y )  Min[ fA(x), fA(y)] for each [0, 1]. 

                                         

 Definition 2.1 A fuzzy set A in ℝ is a fuzzy real number [15, page 97] if it possesses the following three properties: 

     (i) A must be a normal fuzzy set; 

     (ii) A must be a closed interval for every (0, 1] ; 

    (iii)the support of A, 0+A ,  must be bounded. 

ℱ(ℝ) denotes the collection of all fuzzy real numbers where fuzzy real numbers are fuzzy numbers in the sense of Klir and 

Yuan [15]. The next lemma gives the structure of a fuzzy real number.  

Lemma 2.2 [15, Theorem 4.1, page 98] Let Aℱ  (ℝ).  Then, A is a fuzzy real number if and only if there exists a closed 

interval [a, b]   such that 

fA(x)   =  

                      
               

                 

                                                                                                                                  (1) 

where L is a function from  ( , a ) to [0, 1] that is monotonic increasing , continuous from the right, and such  that L(x)=0   

for  every x  (  ,  1) ;  R  is a function from (b,  ) to [0, 1]  that is monotonic  decreasing, continuous from the left,  

and such that R(x) = 0  for every x  (2,  ).  

Remark 2.3 Since fuzzy real numbers are characterized by the functions L and R, they are also called L-R fuzzy real 

numbers. 

     A multiset is a collection of objects in which objects may occur more than once. The number of times an element 

occurs in a multiset is called its multiplicity. The cardinality of a multiset is the sum of the multiplicities of its objects.  

Mathematically a multiset can be defined as follows: 

Let X  and w>0 be an integer.  A multiset M over X is characterized by a count function CM:X{0,1,2,3,…,w} which 
associates with each point in X, a number in {0,1,2,3,…,w} with the value of CM (x)   at x , representing the “ count “ of x in 

M. The multiset M in X can also be represented as M={(x, CM (x)):x X}  where CM : X {0,1,2,3,…,w} is a function from 

X  to {0,1,2,3,…,w},  known as the count function of the multiset  M  in  X.  If  X = {a,b,c}  and CM:X {0,1,2,3,…,w} is 
defined as CM(a) =7, CM(b)=5 and CM(c)=0 then the corresponding multiset M can be represented by {(a, 7), (b, 5 )} or 7/a  

+ 5/b  or  a7b5. If the count for an element of X is zero it is customary not to include it in the representation of the multiset.  

 

 

3. Multiset Sequence 
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Let M be a multiset over a finite set X and M* = {x X: CM(x) > 0}, known as the support of M.  If s is the sum of the counts 
of  the  elements  in  M*,  we  write  S = {1, 2, 3,…, s}. A  multiset  sequence  in  X  induced  by  a  multiset M  is a function  

MS: S  M* such  that  each element of  M* occurs in the sequence exactly as many times as its multiplicity. For instance, if   
M = a3b2 is a multiset in {a,b,c} then S ={1,2,3,4,5}and (b,b,a,a,a) is a multiset sequence in X determined by the multiset M  

where MS(1) = b, MS(2) = b, MS(3) = a, MS(4) = a and MS(5) = a. The other multiset sequences will be similarly found.  The 

following medical signal gives an application of the multiset sequences. 

 

 

Fig.1 

In the above signal, (0.4.  0.8, 0.5, 1, 0.4, 0.7, 0.5, 0.8, 0.4, 1, 0.6) is a multiset sequence of maximum and minimum heights 
of the signal with support set contained in [0, 6].  

Since  0 <1<1.5<2<2.5<3<3.5<4<4.5<5<5.5<6 and  P ={0,1,1,5,2,2.5,3,3.5,4,4.5,5,5.5,6} is a partition of the interval [0, 6], 

it is interesting to note the following properties of the signal.  

(i) The signal is parallel to the x-axis on [0, 1] which may be taken as the initialization time interval for setting 

the machine.  

(ii) The signal is strictly increasing on [1, 1.5], [2, 2.5], [3, 3.5], [4, 4.5] and [5, 5.5]. 

(iii) The signal is strictly decreasing on [1.5, 2], [2.5, 3], [3.5, 4], [4.5, 5] and [5.5, 6]. 

     The above properties of the signal motivate us to define a new type of a fuzzy number that represents the signal in Fig.1. 

4. Multiset Fuzzy Real Numbers 

Every fuzzy set in R determines two types of sequences namely a sequence determined by its membership grades and 

another determined by the support of the fuzzy set.  If A is a fuzzy set in R then the local minima and local maxima of its 

membership function fA, attained at the points in the support of A, form a sequence in which values of some terms may be 
repeated. Such sequences are called multiset sequences. The elements in the support of A, at which the membership function 

fA assumes maximum/minimum value, form a partition of the support of A. These two notions of a fuzzy set in R, are used 

to define a new type of fuzzy number, known as a multiset fuzzy real number.  

 

      Consider   a medical signal which will be computed over various time intervals. Let [a, b] be a time interval in which the 

time parameter t varies. Let 1, 2, …,n correspond to minimum   heights and maximum heights of the signal. That is 1 = 

lower level point,   2 = upper level point,   3 = lower level point, …. , n = lower/upper level point.  

Further we assume that 0<i  1  for i=1,2,…,n and i  may be repeated.  

 

Definition 4.1 Let A be a fuzzy set in  ℝ with membership function fA which has support lying [a, b].  Then A is a multiset 

fuzzy real number if there exists a multiset  sequence Ms = (1, 2, …,n ) in (0, 1] and a partition P = {a1, a2,…,an } of [a, 

b]    with   a = a1  a2 …,  an = b such that  
        (i) fA(t) = 0 for all t with t < a or  t >b, 

            (ii) fA(ai) = i for i=1,2,…,n, 
       (iii) fA(aj) = 1 for at least one j =1,2,…,n, 
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       (iv)The function fA is either strictly increasing or strictly decreasing on [ai, ai+1] for i=1,2,3,… 

 

Let ℳ denote the class of all multiset fuzzy real numbers. 

Remark 4.2 For n=1, Ms = (1) and P= {a1} with a=a1= b.  In this case fA is defined as fA(t) =0 for t a  and fA(a) =1. 

Clearly Aℳ.  

Remark 4.3 For n=2, Ms = (1, 2) and P ={a1, a2} of  [a, b] with    a = a1  a2 = b. Further we assume that 2 =1. 

 In this case  fA   is defined as  fA(t) =0 for t < a or t >b,  fA(a1) =1 and fA(a2) =1.  fA may be so defined such that  it is strictly 

increasing on [a1 , a2]. Therefore A ℳ and its graphical representation is given in Fig.2. 

 

Fig.2 

However, the specific example for the case n=2 is given below. 

                       Define fA(t) = 

                    

 
 

 
 
 

        
 
                   

    .                 

It is easy to check that A satisfies the conditions of Definition 4.1 for Ms = (0.25, 1) and the partition P={2, 4} of [2,4]. Then 

the graph of A is given in Fig.3.                                                                 

 
Fig.3 

Remark 4.4  For n=3,  Ms = (1, 2 , 3)  and P={a1, a2 , a3} of  [a, b]  with  a = a1 a2  a3= b. Further we assume that 

2=1.   In this case  fA is defined as  fA(t) =0 for t < a or t >b,  fA(a1) =1 , fA(a2) =1 and fA(a3) =3.  fA may be so defined such 

that it is strictly increasing on [a1,a2] and is strictly decreasing on [a2,a3]. Therefore A ℳ and its graphical representation is 

given in Fig.4. 
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Fig.4 

However, the specific example for the case n=3 is given below. 

Define     fA(t)  =   

 
 
 

 
 
                       

 
 

 
 
 

            

 
 

 
               
 
                       

                                                

It is easy to check that A satisfies the conditions of Definition 4.1 for the multiset sequence Ms = (0.16, 1, 0.625) and the 

partition P= {2,5,8}.Then the graph of A  is given in Fig. 5.                                                                 

 

Fig.5 

The next theorem gives the properties of multiset fuzzy real numbers.  

Theorem 4.5 Let A be a multiset fuzzy real number.  

(i) The support of A is compact. 

(ii) A is normal. 

(iii) For each (0, 1], the -cut A  is a union of finitely many bounded closed intervals  
Proof    By using the condition (i) of Definition 4.1, support of  A is [a, b] that is compact by the Heine Borel Theorem of 

real analysis. By using the condition (iii) of Definition 4.1, A is normal. 

Let (0, 1],  Minimum values of A = {1, 3  , 5 , …} and Maximum values of A = {2, 4  , 6 , …}. 

Clearly   Max {2, 4, 6, …}=1. Let Min {1, 3, 5, …} = 0 (say).  

Case-1:  0. 
A = {x:  fA(x) } = {x:  fA(x) 0} = [a, b].                                                                              (2) 

Therefore let   >0. Clearly 1   which implies 0<1.  

Case-2:  Let j-1    j      where j {2, 4, 6 , …}. 

Since fA(aj) = j , choose  yj   [ aj-1, aj], zj  [ aj, aj+1] with  fA(yj) =    = fA(zj). 

Therefore x   [yj, zj]  fA(x)      x   A so that [yj, zj] 
A. 
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This implies that   [yj, zj] 
A    for all j  {2, 4, 6, …} with  j .                                  (3)          

It is to be noted that   comes under Case-1 or Case-2. 

Claim: x  A   x   [ yj, zj]  for some  j  {2, 4  , 6 , … }. 

Let x   A.  Then fA(x)   that implies fA(x)  j-1 as in Case-2. 

Since  j-1 is a minimum value of fA  we choose j  {2, 4  , 6 , … } with  j-1   fA(x)  j . 

As in Case-2, choose yj   [aj-1, aj], zj  [aj, aj+1] with fA(yj) =    = fA(zj). 

 Now fA(x)   fA(x)  fA(yj) and fA(x)  fA(zj). Since yj  zj, it follows that yj x zj.  

Therefore   x   [yj, zj]                                                                                                                 (4)   

Using (2), (3) and (4), we see that  A is a union of finitely many bounded closed intervals which proves (iii) 

 

Theorem 4.6   Let A be a multiset fuzzy real number induced by a multiset sequence (1, 2,…, n) and a partition          

P={a1, a2,…, an} of [a, b] with a = a1  a2  … an = b where n=2k+1, k=1,2,3….Then there are 2k real valued functions  

Li:(-∞,ai+1)→[0,1],  Ri:(ai+1, ∞)→[0,1] such that Li(t)=0 for all t<ai , Li(ai+1)= i,    is increasing  and continuous from the 

right and Ri(t)=0 for all t > ai+2, and Ri(ai+1)= i,    is decreasing and continuous from the left where i=1,3,…,2k-1.  

 

Proof:   Let A be a multiset fuzzy real number induced by a multiset sequence (1, 2, …, n) and a partition  

P={a1, a2,…, an} of [a, b] with a = a1  a2  … an= b where n=2k+1, k=1,2,3….  

Define f i(t) =  

                     
                  
                           

 . Then each f i behaves like a membership function of a fuzzy number where ‘1’ 

is replaced by ‘  ‘. By applying Lemma 2.2, there are real functions,    and    satisfying the following conditions. 

         
                                 

                  
  and            

                   
                             

 .  Also, each    is  

increasing and continuous from the right and each    is decreasing and continuous from the left. 
 

 

Theorem 4.7 Let A be a multiset fuzzy real number induced by a multiset sequence (1, 2, …, n) and a partition 

 P={a1, a2,…, an} of [a, b] with a = a1  a2  … an= b where n=2k, k=1,2,3,…Then there are k real valued functions  
Li:(-∞,ai+1)→[0,1]  where i=1,3,…,2k-1 and  k-1 real valued functions Rj:(aj+1, ∞)→[0,1]  where j=1,3,…,2k-3 such that 

Li(t)=0 for all t<ai , Li(ai+1)= i,    is increasing and continuous from the right and Rj(t)=0 for all t > aj+2  and Rj(aj+1)= j,    
is decreasing and continuous from the left .   

 

Proof: Analogous to Theorem 4.6.   
  

     It is interesting to infer from Theorem 4.6 and Theorem 4.7 that every multiset fuzzy real number is associated with                

some special type of the real valued functions     ,    .Therefore, multiset fuzzy real numbers can also be represented by 

such functions. This motivates to define a linear type multiset fuzzy real number.  A multiset fuzzy real number is of linear 

type if it’s associated real functions    ,     are linear. Otherwise, it is of non-linear type. If A is a multiset fuzzy real number 

determined by the multiset sequence (1, 2, …, n) and the partition P={a1, a2,…, an} of [a, b]  and it is of linear type then 

it is represented by the notation A=                            . The following are examples of linear type multiset 
fuzzy real numbers. 

 

 

 

 

Example 4.8 Let n=2, multiset sequence Ms = (α1,α2) where α2=1 and partition P={a1,a2}  with a1 ≤ a2. Then 

        

                                                        

   
      

       
                

                                                        

  will represent the linear type multiset fuzzy real number which is 

shown below. 
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Fig.6 

For Ms =(0.25,1) with P={2, 4},  define        
                                                      
                                   
                                                      

 . The graph of this linear type 

multiset fuzzy real number is Fig.7. 

 

Fig.7 

Example 4.9 Let n=3, Ms =(α1,α2, α3)  where α2=1 and partition P={a1,a2,a3}  with a1 ≤ a2≤ a3. Then 

       

 
 
 

 
 
                                                         

   
      

       
                  

  
      

       
                   

                                                       

  

will represent the linear type multiset fuzzy real number which is shown below. 

 

Fig.8 
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For  Ms =(0.16, 1, 0.625) with  P={2, 5, 8}, define        

                                                     
                                   

                                   
                                                      

  whose graph is 

given in Fig.9. 

 

Fig.9 

Example 4.10: Let n=4, Ms =(α1,α2, α3, α4)  where α2=1 and partition P={a1,a2,a3,a4}  with a1 ≤ a2≤ a3≤ a4.  

  Then       

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
                                                          

   
      

       
                  

  
      

       
                   

   
       

       
                  

                                                        

  

will represent the linear type multiset fuzzy real number which is shown below. 

 

Fig.10 

For  Ms =(0.16, 1, 0.625, 0.859) with  P={2, 5, 8,11}, define       

 
 
 

 
 

                                                     
                                   

                                   
                                  
                                                       

   

the graph of which is given in Fig.11. 
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Fig.11 

Example 4.11 Let n=5, Ms =(α1,α2, α3, α4, α5)  where α2=1 and partition P={a1,a2,a3,a4,a5}  with a1 ≤ a2≤ a3≤ a4≤ a5.   

 Then       

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
                                                         

   
      

       
                  

  
      

       
                    

   
       

       
                  

   
       

       
                  

                                                        

  

will represent the linear type multiset fuzzy real number which is shown below. 

 

Fig.12 

For Ms =(0.16, 1, 0.625, 0.859, 0.762) with P={2, 5, 8, 11, 13},  

define       

 
 
 

 
 

                                                       
                                   

                                    
                                    
                                   
                                                          

  whose graph is given in Fig.13. 
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Fig.13 

The following theorem characterizes the linear type multiset fuzzy real numbers.  

Theorem 4.12 Let a = a1  a2  … an= b and (1, 2, …, n) are in (0,1]. 

(i)             represents a real number. 

(ii)                           is a   - shape multiset fuzzy real number.  

(iii)                             is a N - shape multiset fuzzy real number. 

(iv)                                   is a M- shape multiset fuzzy real number. 

Proof The assertion (i) follows from Remark 4.2. 

     Let A be a multiset fuzzy real number induced by a multiset sequence (1,1, 1) and a partition P={a1,a2,a3,a4}   

     of [a, b].Since                        is a linear type multiset fuzzy real number, the corresponding   can be defined as 

            

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
                                                              
                                                             

    
    
     

       

                                            

   
    

     
         

                                            

   
   
   
   

        
               
        
               

    

     Using Theorem 4.7,          
                        
              

        and              
              
                         

  

     Clearly the graph of   looks like the graph of Example 4.9, which completes the proof of (ii). 

Let   be a multiset fuzzy real number induced by a multiset sequence (1,1, 1,1) and a partition P={a1,a2,a3,a4} of                
[a, b]. 

Since                             is a linear type multiset fuzzy real number, the corresponding   can be defined as 

            

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                              
                                                             

    
    
     

                  

                                                              

   
    

     
                    

                                                             

    
     
     

                  

                                                              
                                                              

   

      

Using Theorem 4.6,          
                         
              

      and             
               
                           

  

 

                                   
              
                        

  

Clearly the graph of   looks like the graph of Example 4.10 which completes the proof of (iii). 
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The proof of assertion (iv) is analog.  
It is interesting to know that the real numbers and fuzzy real numbers are identified with multiset fuzzy real numbers as seen 

in the next theorem.   

Theorem 4.13:  

(i) Every real number is a multiset fuzzy real number. 

(ii) Every fuzzy real number is a multiset fuzzy real number. 

 

5. Conclusion and Further Scope 

 

In this paper, we have proposed a new generalization of a fuzzy number, known as a multiset fuzzy real number which will 

be used to model a data set of parameters whose values have fluctuations during the specified time interval.  Enough 

examples are given to understand the concept. The standard and topological properties of multiset fuzzy real numbers are 

also studied.  In future, arithmetic operations of existing fuzzy numbers may be extended to multiset fuzzy real numbers.  

The basic properties and applications of fuzzy real numbers can be compared with those of existing fuzzy numbers.  
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